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▪ Intended usage is to assist in crafting build scripts that handle dependencies 
correctly 

▪ First step is often to build an entire directory and list the dependencies 

▪ Sometimes impossible due to inter-language dependencies (Java, 
Groovy, Kotlin, Scala, etc) 

▪ Lists the exact dependencies

A new -deps option





▪ Contributed by Jason Martin, this is added to the distribution

A build.xml for building an Android 
NetRexx APK



▪ The addition of Classic Rexx Compatibility BIFs into the same namespace 
introduces the risk of clashes 

▪ These BIFs are implicitly added with the uses statement 

▪ option -noimplicituses turns this around, in the case your program used 
these names already (as was the case with date(), which has an equivalent 
in Java)

A new -noimplicituses option



▪ Its intended function is done better by ADDRESS now 

▪ In order not to break existing programs, we have used the deprecation 
mechanism to flag it, and possibly inspire users to use ADDRESS instead of 
the services of this package.

Deprecated org.netrexx.address



▪ specially for interpreted programs 

▪ on operating environments that support them, NetRexx can use them now 

▪ for example: see next page

#! shebangs are now supported



Shebang
also, an example of using the 
Optional type from NetRexx



▪ On popular demand, Marc added this function to the startup scripts 

▪ It enables anyone, on first install, to compile a NetRexx program without a 
CLASSPATH environment variable present 

▪ when using packages external to NetRexx, or run your compiled class 
with the java command, you will still need a CLASSPATH 

▪ but we see it as a small step in simplification 

▪ It works by having the script in a fixed location relative to the NetRexx jar

nrc without CLASSPATH present



▪ these are available in other Rexx variants and are useful for many scripts 

▪ like:

user() and directory() added



▪ no, they were taken out at the last moment, before GA, because we want to 
have a better consensus in the ARB about what these exactly should do 

▪ because in Unicode, 1 character <> 1 byte anymore; different ways to 
express those 

▪ NetRexx never had these 

▪ will probably return in NetRexx 4.06

c2x and c2d accept strings



▪ the random() BIF returns a random number between 0 and 999

random() is added



▪ Marc Remes adapted the startup script 'Pipe' to be able to read in the pipe 
specification from STDIN

Pipes runner now reads source 
from stdin



▪ Jeff added an ALL stage to pipelines which behaves according to the CMS 
Pipelines specification

A new ALL stage



▪ Jeff added an ALL stage to pipelines which behaves according to the CMS 
Pipelines specification

A new DELAY stage



▪ For all stages there is now help available 

▪ This is an incredibly useful features, which saves many trips to the 
documentation (books or pdf)

Help is near (for all stages)



▪ this was an unexpected surprise; noticed this during a presentation where I 
ran a program that uses ADDRESS that was compiled on Linux, on a 
Windows box 

▪ It looked for a zsh shell which was not there (yet?) 

▪ This convinced us to evaluate the shell to run at runtime instead of at 
compile time

Fix: address SYSTEM resolved at 
runtime



▪ Interpreting code with properties constant yielded an error 

▪ fixed by removing ‘final’ in the attributes

#33 fix interpreter handling constant 
properties



▪ and everywhere available in a case insensitive way 

▪ but use -noimplicituses if it is in the way and you somehow prefer the java 
Date() type

Date() now available by default



▪ does not leave a lot of WS*.nrx files around anymore 

▪ setting history=off avoids writing a history file

NRWS fixes



▪ Annoying 'phenomena' in macOS and Windows home directories that slow 
NetRexx startup down 

▪ These have been surgically removed (they are avoided) during NetRexx 
translator startup 

▪ The recommendation still is to use a subdirectory for development and not 
the user's home directory itself.

Homedirectory speed issues fixed


